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PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.
DID LIFE ORIGINATE BY LAW?

I thank you for conferring
on me the honor of the firsl presiding office of the Min-.
nesota Academy of Natural Sciences. Any one of you is
better qualified for the place than myself. It is, therefore,
an unaccountable enigma to me to assign a reason for
your choice. But, gentlemen, I shall pass the enigma
"and a' that" and proceed at once to take advantage of
this time to discuss briefly the question:
GE?\TLEMEN, COLLEAGUES:

DID LIFE ORIGINATE B\' LAW?

I first contemplated a brief review of the various subjects that may come within the province of this Association. But I shall not follow this ancient precedent. I
shall proceed, in a manner suited to the limitations of
my knowledge, to give a sketch of what has been done
and is doing in this one province of Biology- a subject
with which my occupation has rendered me more familiar,
perhaps, than with many other questions that may come up
for our consideration.
There was a time when Life could not manifest itse]f
upon our earth; a time when no organic form, however low
in the scale, existed on our planet. The~e was a time -when
the conditions of this planet were adverse to the manifestation of the vital force; and there was a time when inorganic
matter and the surrounding conditions became favorable to
the manifestations of Life-when the vital force commenced
the work of organization exactly in accordance with Divine
design. Draper's
Plastic Matter," and Huxley's "Proto~
plasm" are but conditions of inorganic matter established by
the inorganic powers, in harmony with design, fitting it for
'j
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the organic or vital force to carry on the work of organization. · The vital force, then, is the power which organizes
Draper's "Plastic Matter" and Huxley's "Protoplasm" into
living matter.
The non-cellular substance known as "protoplasm'' is a
material which must have antedated living organic matter,
and must have been produced by mutations in inorganic
matter by chemical and physical forces in harmony with the
design of Perfect Wisdom, when matter and its governing
forces were created.
Here the question may be asked in the minds of some:
'' Do you believe that if life were destroyed from off the
earth, that it would again appear without a special act of
Divine creation? or, in other words, do you believe that if
all germs and living things were destroyed, that plants and
animals would be spontaneously generated?" Certainly not.
"Well, your doctrine seems to imply . that spontaneous generation was the cause of the first living forms." No, sir; it
only pretends to set forth what appears to be, to the eye
of reason, the method of Perfect Wisdom in the origination
of life.
.
Huxley expresses himself upon this point as follows: " If
it were given to me to look beyond the abyss of geologically recorded time, to the still more remote period when
the earth was passing through physical and chemical conditions which it can no more see again than a man can
recall his infancy, I should expect to be a witness of the
evolution of living protoplasm from not living matter. I
should expect to see it appear under forms of great simplicity, endowed, Iil~e existing fungi, with the power of determining the formation of new protoplasm from such
matters as ammonium, carbonates, oxalates and tartrates,
alkaline and earthy phosphates and water, without the aid
of light. That is the expectation to which analogical reasoning leads me."
Eternal and Perfect Wisdom produced matter and the
laws which govern all its mutations. The elements ·which
enter into the construction of organic: beings are not dif-
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ferent in kind from those that constitute inorganic nature.
The laws which govern the one are different in kind from
those which govern the other. The elements of mineral
compounds are always. united in a binary manner; those
of organic compounds are always ternary, quaternary, &c.,
and the elements are intimately blended with each other.
This distinction involves an absolute difference m the
powers and laws of the two kingdoms. "No two elements,
therefore, can form a true organic compound. The rare
exceptions which have been made by chemisti. are not
organic substances, nor can they be rendered such by the
animal organization. They belong to the mineral kingdom,
from which they cannot be elevated but by the properties
of vegetable life."
Now, although the elements of matter are not different
in kind in the two kingdoms, yet the laws which govern
them are different in kind. The inorganic law only produces a binary compound, while the organic or vital law,
in making use of seventeen or eighteen elements, chiefly
but four-carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen-in constructing a plant or animal, never unites them in less than
a ternary or quaternary compound. Thus, we see the laws
that govern the two kingdoms of nature are fundamentally
different in kind.
A general survey of plants and animals shows us that
they have no other analogies of any importance with the
inorganic world th.an the elements of which they are composed. These are derived from the inorganic kingdom, and
here the similitude ends. 1f we investigate the phenomena
analytically they come upon us in a profusion immeasurably surpassing those of inorganic things, and without
the most remote resemblance. Here, therefor!, if we apply
the same rule of investigation to the two kingdoms, we
find in the organic, besides their peculiarities of composition and structure, a great assemblage of functions, all of
which are distinguished by an endless variety of phenomena which have no existence in the inorganic world. So
that we come to know incomparably more of the forces
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or powers of living beings than we can of. inorganic things,
and the proof is of the same nature in both cases. By
the same rule, also, we obtain our knowledge of the soul
and all that is relative to the Supreme Being; and we
distinguish each from all the others, or bring them into
harmonious relationship in the same way.
Living matter, then, appears to be the product of the
law called vital or organic. Seeing and admitting this,
some recent writers have endeavored, nevertheless, to explode the entire doctrine which regards the forces upon
which those phenomena seem reasonably to depend, and
have proceeded so far as to affirm that the Deity himself
is the imm~diate cause of all the phenomena of Nature.
The reason, in part, which has influenced such minds is
the irresistible conviction that actions of all kinds require
a certain power for their development. With · this class of
reasoners it will be difficult to argue, since their doctrine
is a matter of faith, and therefore, admits of no reasoning. There is no common ground between us. I will say,
however, that while l equally acknowledge Eternal Wisdom
as the first or remote cause of all things, I must adhere
to the doctrine that His method of governing the material
world, and in the development of organic beings, consists
as perfectly in the agency of certain forces appertaining to
matter, and designed to do the very work I attribute to
them, as the matter consists of something distinct from
the Deity. Matter and law were both created by Eternal
Wisdom-matter for use, and law to use it; and, in harmony with the design of Deity, law has produced all the
mutations in matter which geology, chemistry, the physical
forces and the vital power reveal to us. Anything beyond
this, any doctrine which attributes the phenomena of Nature to the immediate fiat of God, I believe to be sophistry. " It is true," says Professor Ansted "that this view
of the government of the universe does not accord with
the feelings of those who desire to have their attention
directed in a definite manner to the repeated a nd systematic personal intervention of a Divine power, and who can
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not recognize the power without being able to trace what
is called the finger or the hand of the Creator in all His
works. In a certain sense, no doubt, every contrivance,
or, in other words, every arrangement in the Universe,
may be made to yield evidence of this. But, we would
venture to suggest, that the noblest view of cre_atfon, and
a knowledge of the real greatness. of the Creator, can only
be learned by those who seek to discover the much higher
and nobler intelligence that designed the whole system.
That there should be an interfering hand is a mark of
weakness in the original plan. If the structure be perfect
interference is not necessary. All true science," he continues, "has for its objects not only the observation of
facts, but the investigation of methods and the discovery
of laws. The laws governing matter are perfect, because
they are instituted by One who is himself perfect."
Science, then, has a · legitimate right to inquire into and
investigate the origin of life. But, if we quietly settle
down in the belief and accept the· generalized statement
that life was a miraculous act of God, the question fa
placed at once beyond human research and scientific investigation. But. on the other hand, if we accept the
doctrine of the origin of life by law instituted by the
Divine Author, then sci~nce may humbly and devoutly
approach the problem. This is all that science seeks to
do, namely, to indicate the Divine method in the origin
of life.
How did life first o riginate? Was it by the direct fiat
of God, or was it by law instituted by Deity to effect
design? If it is the result of special creation, then scientific inquiry in that direction, as well as all reasoning
upon the question must cease; and it is left for us only
to investigate the phenomena of life. But here we may
be met at the very outset by the objection that these,
too, are special acts of Deity. If so, we would ask the
objector if he has ever contemplated the phenomena of
disease, and whether he regards tkse as special acts of
Deity. The absurdity of such objection is sufficiently ap-
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parent. And yet, how often do we hear the sick man
consoled with the idea that his sufferings are in harmony
with the Divine will. He ,must bear them with fortitude,
because it is God's will that he should suffer.
The strongest objectors to the doctrine of the origin of
life by law, attribute, nevertheless, all the phenomena of
life normal and abnormal, and life itself, to law. Let us
hear from one of them: '' Others, again," says Prof. Paine,
"who justly hold high rank as philosophers, contend against
the 'vital principle,' the organic force, and all analogous powers; but, allowing that there is such a thing as life, which is
made up of its phenomena, and seeing no other way in
which the actions of life can take place but through the
agency of something that is distinct from the essence of
matter itself, affirm that matter is endowed with certain .
properties which govern its phenomena, and which, in living organized matter, are susceptible of impressions from
what they very properly denominate vital stimuli. They
also admit that those stimuli are the remote causes of
vital actions, whilst the properties in concert with the organized matter are the immediate source of the phenomena." He continues: "This is exactly our doctrine;" and
"The whole reasoning, therefore, of the opponents of the
doctrine that relates to the forces of life, appears to us
but little better than sophlstry, and we shall find that the
moment they enter upon the actions and the various results of life, they are as much employed about the vital
principle as ever was Mr. Hunter himself. Even they who
suppose that there is nothing intermediate between the
Creator and the actions of life, have their vital principles
or their 'chemical forces,' or their 'correlation or conserva.
tion of forces' in as full operation as ever did Van Helmont or Stahl their 'intelligent soul.'"
Our author, waxing warm in the fundamental principles
of true philosophy, goes on farther and says : " But we
believe that there are forces, or properties, if you please,
appertaining to matter, which are distinct from the •essence
of matter itself. In living matter these are denominated
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the vital pr£nciple; and it will be one of our objects to
contradistinguish those properties from the matter which
they animate."
In the above citations from an eminently powerful rea,.
soner, we have advanced the very doctrine we feel compelled to adhere to, namely, that all the phenomena ot
life are the result of vital power ; and that this law wa!>
created and designed by Deity to dQ, and does perform
the work we attribute to it, namely, to develop inorganic
into organic and Jiving matter; and if this power vital is
the one which effects the design of Eternal Wisdom under
our observation, is it unreasonable to believe the doctrine
which teaches that it was the vital power that first de' veloped inorganic into organic matter; is it unreasonable
to believe that it was the vital power that produced
the first living thing that appeared upon this earth, especially, seeing and admitting·, as our author docs, that the
vita] power is "distinct from the essence of matter itself,"
and is, as he affirms, and as I believe, intermediate between the Divine Author and organized matter? It appears to me that they stand to each other as cause and
effect. Again, our author says : "The vital forces can not
be generated by matter, since upon them organization
depends."
This is the conclusion of our author thirty years ago,
when he reasoned as a philosopher, and had no fears of
contradicting Genesis, the record of Moses. In 1872, our
author published a work entitled " Physiology of the Soul
and Instinct," from which we cite as follows: "We shall
have seen, also, that there are many other isolated facts,
each one of which will by itself prove the creation of man
and animals in a state of FULL MATURITY," In speaking of
the endowment of the human race with an immortal soul,
he decla~es it "a special act of creative power, and, therefore, also, by an irresistible logic, man's physical structure
was equally a direct act of the same power.''
In his chapter on the " Reign of Law'' and "Creative
Law,'' and when he is striking against Pantheism, he says
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"I affirm that there cannot be produced one substantiated
fact in proof even of the possible origin of living beings
through the operation of natural forces upon inorganic
matter, and I shall have shown, also, the impossibility of
the origin of species in any other manner than as direct
acts of Creative Power. Again, he says, " Every fact relating to man and animals proclaims their origin in a
mature condition," by an omnipotent Creator." Our author deals bountifully in these positive affirmations, that
organic beings were first created in full maturity by the
direct act or will of the Divine Being. I n all these positive statements, our author is waxing warm in the sup..
port of the Mosaic narrative of creation, and is striking
against deductions and conclusions drawn from analogy.
It is a maxim I have long since learned by a close
habit of reading, that when a powerful, influ_ential and
very positive author is oppose'd to my doctrine, the best
way to silence him is to Jet him expose himself in his
own terms, as I have the Professor. Therefore I always
cross-examine an author that is opposed to me, and especially if he is a universal pugilist, and is striking at
every one whom I may bring to my support.
We have seen that our author declares that the "vital
force" is "not generated by mauer, since it is upon the
vital force that organic matter depends." It appears to
me that here is a clear admission that organic matter not
only now depends upon the "vital law'' for its continued
existence, but that tht vital power was the first cause of
organic matter upon the earth. It is the power which the
Divine Author created expressly to perform the work of
raising inorganic matter to organized living matter.
Again, it is said by our duthor that God in bringing
the earth to its present condition "simply co-Qperated with
the properties and laws he had impressed upon · matter;
and here we witness a clear demonstration in the effects
of the united action of that which was the result of creative energy and t'hat which was delegated to second
causes. When the work of creation was completed, we
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to the physical constitution of inorganic and ORGA~IC
matter became established SUIJSTITUTES for creative energy,
and that they effect their results without any direct instrumentality of the Divine Being."
Now here is almost a full admission of my premises,
namely, in the beginning God cre;ted matter and endowed it with laws, which have effected all the changes in
matter, and brought about all. the combinations of the elements of matter into minerals and earths and air and water,
from the construction of the finest crystal to the development of a Newton. Some are astonished at the idea we advance1 namely, that Infinite Wisdom should have created the
organic law (or endowed matter with it) in the beginning i
and such base their objections on the grounds of the unfavorable conditions of the elements of matter in the beginning to sustain life. Their surprise is that Omniscient
Wisdom should have brought into existence the law of
organization so much in advance of the time when the
inorganic laws had fitted the elements of matter for the
use of the organic law. They tell us that because we
have no evidence of the existence of this law anterior to
its manifestations in matter as evidenced by paleontological remains, that, therefore, we have no right to regard
it as a part of the unity of plan in the beginning, but
must view it as an after-thought of Omniscient Wisdom,
Such take the view of a special fiat of Deity, and maintain that God created "great whales" and cattle and man
in an instant of time; that is, He commanded them to
appear, and they appeared at adult maturity. Ask the
special creative advocates for an instance illustrati_v e of their
faith, and they fail to give it.
Professor Edward Hitchcock says: · "Upon the whole,
there is no evidence whatever, either in nature or revelation
* * * that the same wise and benevolent laws, organic
and inorganic, have not always controled, as they now control this lower world."
If we accept the philosophy of Sir H . Davy and Sir Isaac
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Newton, upon which the new philosophy, or the conservatism of force, is based, it becomes very easy to account for
the origin of life; but as there is a fundamental difference
fo the laws of. organic and inorganic matter, it seems to us
the vital law cannot be philo5ophically regarded as produced
by the correlation of physical forces. The law of animation
uses matter, and must. have been impressed upon matter by
the Deity to effect his designs. Each law was delegated to
do its specific work. The chemical and mechanical laws to
compound, decompound and recombine the elements of inanimate matter, and to resolve dead organic matter into its
original elements ; the organic law to raise the elements of
inorganic matter to organized matter; the vital law to vivify
and vitalize organized matter and perpetuate it; the laws of
progression and differentation were delegated to raise organized living matter from lower to higher conditions of
life and specialization. Almighty W isdom, who does nothing imperfect, nor leaves nothing half accomplished, endowed matter with these controling powers, and ordained
them to effect the wonderful plans of Omniscience; which
appears to me to redound more to the glory of God than
the supposition that he was directly instrumental in the
construction of organic beings, or that he co-o~rated
with these laws in order to effect what they alone could
not effect, although created by Infinite Wisdom for the
specific work we assign to them ; and so far as Science
has yet explored them and their actions, as revealed in
the mutations of matter, they have effected the sublime
purposes of Omniscient Wisdom.
It is dearly obvious, that in so far as any natural force
manifests itself to the senses, the vital is on an equal footing with all the known forces of Nature. The governing
laws of animate or inanimate matter can only be comprehended through the phenomena they produce in matter,
their instrument of action. Our great interest, therefore,
lies in the phenomena of Nature. Through these phenomena
their cause may be sought; their nature now imperfectly
understood, may ultimately come to be comprehended.
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We can only describe matter by its manifestations, and so
it is with the soul and the principle of life.
If organized beings possessed a principle of life like light
that could be seen, they would then be allowed to be
governed by this agent, and we should be relieved of the
encumbrance of the chemical and physical hypotheses as
well as of the correlation of forces and the sophistical
doctrine that calls in special "co-operation" of Omniscient
power. But, although no such agent or principle addresses
itself to the sight, yet, the fact of its existence is far
more variously attested by other phenomena, and more so
than all the other powers of Nature; and these phenomena
being wholly different from such as appear in the inorganic world, it is pri1Ha facie evident that powers or properties which are predicated of them, carry on the process
of organization and growth; while the scrutiny of ages
with all its scientific research, has failed to produce a
fact in opposition to the doctrine we have advanced.
Chemistry alone, physics alone, the two combined, and the
correlation and conservation of forces have been brought
to bear by hosts of the . best minds of the age, in the
vain hope of affording a ratwna/e of the phenomena of
life. It would be just as reasonable for the scientific
physiologist to attempt a ratwnat, of the phenomena of a
thunderstorm or a whirlwind on vital pcinciples, as it is
for the physical or chemical philosopher to account for
the phenomena of life on their principles.
Some of the properties of the vital principk or vital
pow", as nervous sensation, nervous power, irritability, contractility, mobility, vital affinity, vivification, are subject to
the modifying influence of remedial and morbific agents, on
precisely the same principle as the mind is subject to the
impressions of joy, grief, anger, and love. Chloroform suspends sensation; opium does the same ; and either of them
will destroy voluntary m~scular motion. A sudden fright
will increase the function of the kidney or bring on uterine
contraction; tartrate of antimony will cause the stomach
to eject its contents, and so will a disgusting sight or an
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offensive odor. A thunderstorm will lull some to sleep,
and purge others. None of these agents will produce any
change in the dead body, nor will they narcotize, vomit
or purge a steam engine. Each property of the vital
principal reveals to us through its phenomena in_ health
and disease, that it constitutes a part of a power, which
as a whole, not only imparts life to dead organic matter,
and controls all the phenomena of the living body, but in
the vegetable kingdom it imparts life to inorganic matter,
when inorganic matter is brought to a favorable condition
by the chemical and physical forces; and by a parity of
reasoning, we are forced to the conclusion that the vital
power was instituted by Deity to raise inorganic matter to
organized living matter. \1/e witness the process now without the co-operation of Deity, and if it is adequate to the
work now, who is authorized to say that it did not originate
organized living matter ?
But here I am confronted with the objection that living matter always arises by the agency of · pre-existing
living matter, that is, inorganic matter, so far as science
has been able to determine beyond reasonable disputation,
is now only raised to the higher condition of organized
living matter, by the vital power through and with the
vegetable organization. This question is still in disputation, by the advocates of Biogmesis, on the one hand, and
the advocates of Abiogenesis and Xenogenesis, on the other.
There may be counted among the advocates of Abiog-etusis
and Xmogenesis such names as Louis Buchner, Carl Vogt,
Rudolph Virchow, Jacob Moleschott, in Germany; and in
England, Herbert Spencer, T. H. Huxley, Joseph D.
H ooker, John Tyndall, and W . B. Carpenter ; and in
France, Milne Edwards. Liebig and his school pretend to
have created organic matter, but have failed to vivify it;
Cross and his followers declare they have created organic
matter, vivified it and produced animals. Besides these,
there is a large class of experimental philosophers who
enter into competition with the vital power in the Ortgtnation of life, forgetting that the vital and organic Jaws
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were created by Infinite Wisdom, and delegated by Him
with full powers to raise inorganic matter to organized
living matter. In behalf of Biogc,usis may be named Redi
of Italy, Muller and Mulder of Germany, Hunter and
Tiedeman of England, Paine of the United States, and
McCosh, of Scotland, together with nearly or quite all of
the clergy of France, Germany, England and the United
States. Redi, the first philosophic advocate of Biogmesis,
or the doctrine that teaches that living matter always
arises by the agency of "pre-existing living matter'' was attacked by his adversaries for impugning the authority of
scripture; ''for," said they, ''the generation of bees from
the carcass of a dead lion, is affirmed in the book of
Judges, to have been the origrn of the famous riddle
with which Samson perplexed the Philistines :"
"Out of the enter cnme forth meat,
And out of the strong came fort-h sweetness."

The a rmies defending Biogencsis and Ab£ogenesis are a~out
equal in power of intellect, and force ot numbers. The
question, then, of spontaneous generation is far from being
settled in the minds of able men, and men of deep research and ceaseless experimentation.
In my opinion, this is a fruitless expenditure of labor,
time and intellect, for the reason that man is incapable
of applying any means to inorganic matter which will
bring it to a condition susceptible to the vivifying influence of the law of life. Inorganic matter was once, beyond all doubt, brought to a state, by the chemical and
physical laws, fitting it for the use of organic and vital
Jaw. This statement though somewhat dogmatical, is nevertheless supported by analogy, for we see that inorganic
matter is now constantly fitted by the forces of inanimate
matter for the us~ of the laws of animate nature operating through vegeta:ble organisms-the instruments of vital
action. Life exists. Was it created by a special act of
Ddty, or did it originate by laws created by Jehovah,
with full powers to execute all of his purposes, to exeute all
of his designs contemplated in the creation of matter and
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laws? Is it reasonable to suppose that Infinite Wisdom created laws to execute His purposes for which He CTeated
matter, and created those laws so imperfect, as Paine and
McCosh state, that He had to "co-operate with them'' in
order to effect His designs in the creation of matter ? If
1nfinite Wisdom created matter subject to laws, and created
Jaws to govern the mutations and changes of matter, and
these execute the Divine purpose in the creation of matter,
what is the necessity for God to c~operate with those laws?
He whose philosophy is so short and narrow as to advance
the idea that God must "co-operate" with the powers He
created for the express purpose, as all scientists admit, of
executing His designs in the creation of matter, limits
Divine power, wisdom and energy. What is the necessity
for God's creating the law of g ravitation, cohesion, attraction, repulsion, or any other law that governs matter, if
He could not trust them to execute His purposes, but
must be present and direct every movement of His infl~
nitely great and infinitely small universe?
God created laws to execute His purpos!!, and He just
as much designed law to originate living matter as He
designed attraction and gravitation to maintain the planets
in their orbits. Living matter is only a different condition of inorganic matter, and as much the subject of law
as inanimate matter. If organic matter was different in
kind from inorganic, there might be some reason for regarding it as the product of a direct fiat of God.
Chemical and physical laws have produced all the changes
and combinations of inorganic matter which these sciences,
with the aid of geology reveal to us since the earth had
an existence. These sciences demonstrate the efficiency of
law in this department of God's creation without the necessity of His "co-operating" with it to effect His designs
in the organization of the earth. Science, with the aid of
the spectroscope, has now shown that the earth. is composed of the same kind of substances as the sun. This
demonstrates very conclusively to any reasonable mind
the correctness of the nebular theory, which was reasoned
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That which was once regarded
as a visionary speculative hypothesis is now established by
Science to be correct. The same laws, then, govern the
sun that govern the earth and the other planets, so far
as the inorganic nature of these bodies is concerned. The
efficiency of law without the co-operation of Deity to effect His purposes in the creation of matter, is seen throughout the starry heavens. God's co-operation with the powers
He created to effect his purposes in the creation of matter, cannot be proven in a single instance. It is mere assumption. That God ever interposed his direct fiat to alter
or suspend the action of laws which He created and delegated with supreme control over matter, has never been known
to occur, neither can it be demonstrated by any process of
reasoning, that He ever immediately altered or suspended
the action, and control of the laws He instituted to govern
matter. God's works and purposes are perfect, as He
himself is perfect. He who supposes Infinite Wisdom
changes His purposes or modifies His laws created for the
government of matter, presumes that He is changeable and
not infinite in power nor wisdom, nor purpose.
Nearly all men· of science and philosophy have come to
regard inorganic and organic laws as agents of the Divine
Author delegated with power to accomplish his purposes
in the creation of matter. They see both animate and
inanimate matter undergoing changes obedient to laws;
and through the manifestations of law they trace out the
designs of Deity in the creation of matter. So far, scientists and philosophers have been unable, by any process
of investigation or method of reasoning, to detect any re.
liable evidence of any special creations or manifestations
of the immediate fiat of God, except as revealed in the
creation of matter and law. Law, then, is for the strong,
and expedients and special creations for the vacillating
and weak. Infinite Wisdom could not have had any other
object or purpose for the creation of law than the execution of His purposes by se~ondary agents.
In the language of Prof. Draper, " It takes from the
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merit of any human contrivance if the engineer has to be
constantly tampering with it to keep it going ; we admire the machine that continues its movements without
variation after it has left its maker's hand. I think we
can have no nobler conception of the Great Author of
the wonderful forms around us than to regard thern,the vegetable and animal, the living and lifeless, the ~arth
and the stars, and the numberless worlds that are beyond
our vision, as the offspring of one primitive idea, and the
consequence of one primordial law."
After we have admitted the direct fiat of God in t11e
production of matter and law to govern it, we think it
detracts from the dignity and perfection of Infinite Wisdom
to argue the necessity of other special creative acts; or
even the necessity of Omniscient Power "co-operating" with
law to effect his purposes and designs in the creation of
matter. Coeval with the ,reation of the elements of matter was the creation of law to govern them. Every combination of the elements of matter, every decompound,
every decomposition, every recombination, every elevation
of the combinations of the elements of matter that ever
have occurred, or ever will occur in matter, are the results
of law created efficient in itself to effect these works. Matter is the substratum, the agent, which law makes use of.
Without matter law is powerless. Is the Infinite and Holy
One powerless only as He acts through matter? How absurd and even blasphemous, then, is the doctrine that
teaches that law is God manifested in matter. Law is the
creature of God; it is not God, neither is it equal to 0'od,
for God cannot create an equal to Himself; and, therefore,
everything created must be less than infinite. Law was not
instituted by Deity to increase His power. H ow absurd,.
then, the idea advanced by Paine, thus: "Even in respect
to the organization of the earth, He (God) simply c0-operat~
ed with the properties and laws which H e had impressed
upon matter;" and also the idea of McCosh: "How came
they (animals) to exist? Were they, at least as germs, in,
the original star dust ? Or have they been added? Or, if
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added, by natural law, or how? To these questions," he says,
"science can give no answer, and should not pretend to give
an answer. * * * But on this subject," he says, "religion
can . say as little, except that it should trace all things up
to God ; not being able, however, to determine whether
be has been acting by an immed iate fiat or AS H E USUALLY
DOES, BY SECONDARY CAUSES."

If the law hypothesis is admitted by its strongest objectors to be usually correct - and they have failed . to
point out a single instance, except those we h~ve indicated, where God ever operated immediately or "co-operated with law t o produce any changes in matter, or a
single combination of its elements, out of the five thousand or more . combinations, and as many decompounds,
and decompositions and recombinations which science has
shown t o be the result of law; and, also, that organic
matter is only a d ifferent condition or combination of the
elements -of inorgank matter - is it unreasonable, or is it
speculative or unscientific, to change Dr. McCosh's word
''usually," in the last citation to " universally?"
Science traces all the combinations of the elements of
matter to law, and shows the elements of animate matter
to be in no way different in kind from the elements of
inanimate matter. Those who object to these changes and
combinations, and the elevation of inanimate matter to
organic matter by law, have failed to bring forward a
single valid instance where God immediately operated upon
inanimate matter by His fiat, to raise it to a state of
organic matter. W e believe that "the earth," by the in.
herent power of law, instituted by the H oly One, "brought
forth g rass, and herb yielding seed after his kind;" and
the tree yielding fruit, whose seed was in itself after bis ki~d;"
and that "the waters brought forth abundantly the moving
creature that hath life, and fowl that may By above the
earth ; and great whales and every living creature that
moveth" in the water; and the "earth brought forth the
living creature, creeping thing, and beasts and cattle"
which reproduce their kind; and man, the noblest design
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of God, is not an exception to the law of development.
It is impossible, gentlemen, in one or a hundred discourses to present all the evidence that impels us to the
belief of the law hypothesis, to the belief that the methods of God are secondary in the control of the universe.
13ut there is another aspect in which we wish, for a moment to contemplate the question before us, it' is this:
Scientists, as yet, have been unable to draw a dividing
line between inanimate and animate matter, as the latter
appears in the lowest orders of the vegetable kingdom, that
is, where vegetable life begins and inorganic matter ends.
The most eminent botanists are agreed that the three
great kingdoms of nature pass so insensibly, the one into
the other, it is impossible to sh ow with rigorous certainty
where the one ends and the other begins. Years ago,
the definition of a plant was not considered impossible,
but now he wou.ld be thought a rash man who should
at\empt a satisfactory definition of a mineral, a plant or an
animal. Certain plants not only grow and live, but feel,
as the sensitive plant, the Venus fly-trap, and some others.
Thus, we may say that some plants not only grow and
live but feel and move. It i~ stated in the Circle of
Sciences: 1' We find it impossible to distinguish the lowest
plant from the . lowest animal."
Such is the law of nature, that organic matter, as found
in the lowest vegetable life is so anal1Jgous to inanimate,
that it appears to merge at last into the inorganic. So
closely allied is the lowest developed and least specialized
animate matter to the inorganic, that the two kingdoms
as presented to our view, are inseparable from each other.
The point where the laws governing inorganic matter yield
their control, and the vital commence their operation, is
so nicely blended and shaded, that the line of separation
can be no more defined than the line that separates light
from darkness. The laws unite, and the progeny of the
union is living matter. Here, so far as human reason can
discover, or science has been able to trace, is the fulfillment of one of the highest and grandest designs of l nfi-
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nite Wisdo·m m U1e creation of the elemeuts of matter,
and in the creation of laws to govern them.
Passing the point of apparently inseparable alliance between the two kingdoms, we find differentation appearing;
but as we ascend along the species, an almost equal difficulty in the distinction appears. This distinction, however,
is ultimately obtained and applied in the recognition of
the species, but here the alliance is so close, that the species
below seems to blend with the next higher, so that the
higher remove gives us but another point from which we
must advance onward and upward in the same hesitating
manner, until we finally run by imperceptible degrees into
the highest degree and specialization of vegetable organization.
There being no perceptible evidence of a physical character which determines the point of tra.nsition from inanimate to animate matter, there is left us but one method
of determining this question, and that is by laws which
have been deduced from a long series of observation and
experiment. It is by law, and by law alone, that we are
enabled to pass the transition from inanimate to animate
matter. By this method, too, we pass the transition from
the lowest of vegetable to the lowest of animal organization, and we ascend along the animal kingdom in exactly
the same embarrassed manner in which we had studied
the alliances in the inferior d epartment.
Here, are all parts and species successively terminating
by imperceptible gradations of lower into higher forms as
we ascend the chain and its various branches. Among the
aquatic zoophytes, insects, fishes, &c., everything runs into
each other as in the vegetable kingdom. These, again,
p~s, by dose affinities into land animals, the insects of
the water into the terrestrial, saurian fish into saurian ·reptiles, breathing fish along gradations into seals, and these,
at last, into terrestrial mammalia ; and by another chain,
we are gradually conducted to the feathered race, and from
this, through the bat, the omithorynchus, &c., to land
quadrupeds. The intimate affinities begin with the lowest
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aquatic zoophites, and thence mounting upward and branching outward in multiplying directions where other branching links are constituted, yet all blended, one by one, as
eEch series takes its departure and stretches forward, till
the h ighest of the whole terminates in man, who is mainly
distinguished by reason, though only in degree, and not
in kind, from the next link below him in the chain. The
last and crowning link of our chain mounts upward and
onward, along the golden ·highway of wisdom, to th~ world
of spirits, where it will ever approximate its Infinite Au-_
thor, but will never become equal to God himself.
It is acknowledged by the most strenuous advocates of
special creation, that when organ ized matter was once
brought into existence by the direct fiat of Deity, that
then the laws which relate to organized matter became
established substitutes for creative energy, and that they now
effat tluir results without any direct instrumentaHty of tlu

Diviue Being.
Thjs is precisely our ground so far as it goes, only we are
unable to see the necessity of the direct fiat of the Deity, in
raising inorganic matter to primordial organic matter; what
logical reason can be assigned for the special fiat of God in
the creation of organic matter, and then• leaving the most
difficu1t processes of its perpetuation and government to
laws, the "established substitutes" for creative energy? If
norganic 1aws arc the "established substitutes" which control
the elements of matter in their mutations in the inorganic
world, fitting them for a higher condition of combination,
at which point organic laws, which are other established
substitutes for creative energy, combine those elements in
a different manner, and produce living matter in harmony
with the original design of Infinite Wisdom in the creation of those established substitutes- who shall say that
the method of Eternal Wisdom in carrying forward his
designs in the creation of matter, has not been without
an exception by these established substitutes? These established substitutes must have effected their first results without the direct instrumentality of their Creator or His co-
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operation with them, when the earth brought forth vegetation, grass and herb yielding seed after his kind,

When we have admitted a first cause, and have settled
the question by logical reasoning, that matter is not eternal

in the past, we are forced to the conclusion that it had
a beginning, and if a beginning, it must be the result of
a cause. That cause we call God, who is infinitely wise,
infinitely powerful and infinitely perfect. All His works,
all that required His immediate fiat to produce, appear to
us to be infinite and eternal in duration. Omniscient
Wisdom had a purpose and object •in the creation of matter. The elements of matter as such are passive. A state
of perfect inertia is their condition, unless disturbed by
some cause. Infinite Wisdom, simultaneously with the creation of the elements of m:itter, created forces which we
call laws, to govern -its (llUtations and changes. If the
combinations of the elements of matter, as well as their
decompositions, have not, without a n exception, been the
results of what are called established substitutes by our
opponents, then they must" have been the result of the
direct fiat of the First Cause of matter; and if by the
direct fiat of D eity, where, then, are the "estabHshed substitutes ?"
Now, there is no sounder principle, no wiser maxim in
science or philosophy than that which obliges us to refer
every change in matter to a cause. This forces us to believe that the Creator of matter placed its elements subject to laws, which are His "established substitutes," delegated with full powers to carry on the wonderful plans
of Omniscience, designed in the creation of matter ; or,
we must believe that all the revelations of geology, and
every organic thing, and every action of every thing that
has lived, and that now lives, have been, and are now,
direct acts of Deity,-from the combination of the elements of matter into crystals, air and water. And, according to the doctrine of God's "acting in all action," His
direct flat must be traceable in the organization of every
Gtuliow//a Distans, which is so inconceivably small that
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Professor Ehrenberg estimates that 1871000,0:0 constitutt;
in weight but a single grain; as, also, in every other Jiving
thing; and not only these, but his direct fiat must be
the cause of the prayers of the saint, and the abominations of the brothel and saloon.
Dr. McCosh says : " Whether it has been by special creation or by evolution, there arc plan and purpose visible
in the number and variety of animated beings, in all
God's creation-even the lowest enjoying life, and the lower creatures rising to the higlur." He teaches that the
complicated organs, the eye and the ear, arc the products
of "physical agencies, which have produced these complicated organs." He continues: "We see that because we
have discovered a physical cause, WC! are not precluded
from an inquiry into final cause."
" There is," h e says, the app~arance, ever and anon, of
new agencies.
may allow that there were mechanical,
gravitating, and, it may be, chtmical properties, in the
original star dust ; but superinduced on these t here are
new powers. Life appears ; plants appear; animals appear;
new species of plants and animals appear, and man appears,
with his high capacities. * * * The truly scientific man
will not dogmatize as to how these agents are introduced,
for he has no light from observation to guide him. The
religious, as he has no revelation to instruct him, has no
right to say they are the result of a special fiat, or of the
arrangement of old materfals, except, indeed, in the case
of man. * * * That there has been law in the appear. ance c;,f these new agents is very evident. I have," says
he, " already noticed the grand truth. established in our d.zy,
that the sum of physical force in the universe is always one
and the same; and that all the varied forces, mechanical,
chemical, and electrical, and probably the vital, are modifications of that one force. This can be shown as to each
of the forces by weighing it.''
So far as Dr. McCosh relates to the vital fotce, his argument is sophistry. It is not sustained in Nature, and
sinks to the level of Dr. Buchner's materialism, of which

We
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Paine says: "It is under the protection of rusty traditions only, and all who can wield a pen, rival each othe r
in turning their weapons against the theory of the author;
and there is scarcely any thing printed in which there is
not found some thundering denunciation of the presumptious materialistic philosophy."
Again, he says, in speaking of the mind: "Without
physical force in the brain, the mind will not work; when
the mind works, it uses and changes this power, which takes
a new form; the mind will act healthily only so far as it
has a supply of this physical force. When the force is exhausted, the mind feels helpless for the time-the mill ·
stops."
Thus, we have Dr. McCosh advocating the origin of mind
in the correlation of the physical forces. This is all that
Huxley, Spencer, Buchner, Tyndall, or Darwin ever claimed
for the origin of mind. The law of the mind does not orignate in physical forces. They cannot be converted into
mind ; physiology contradicts it; common sense contradicts
it, and nothing supports it but the rankest materialism.
Once more, Dr. McCosh says: " As to force, it will be
expedient to look for a moment at the grandest scientific
truth established in our day - I mean that of the conserva.:
tion of physical force ; according to which, the sum of force
actual and potential, is always one and the same. lt cannot
be diminished nor increased. * * * We now regard it
as one and the same force, but under a vast variety of modifications, which warms our houses and our bodily frames,
which raises the steam and propels the engine, which effects
the different chemical compositions, which flashes in the
lightning and lives in the plant ; so that force manifests itself, now in gravity, now in molecttlar attraction and motion,
now in chemical affinities among bodies, now in magnetic
and diamagnetic properties, now in vital assimilation ; and
we see that all these forces are correlated ; so that the doctrine of the correlation of all the physical forces stands alongside of the conservation of the one physical force, and,
by the action of the whole and of every part made to
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combine and harmonize, there arise beauteous forms and
harmonious colors; the geometry of crystah, the types of
the plant, and of every organ of the plant; the animal.
and every organ of the animal. So much for force and
its correlations."
Thus, we find one of our · strongest opponents claiming
for Jaw, and assigning to law as a cause, all we claim ;
but here follows a statement which we do not claim, thus :
"The profoundest minds in our day, and in every day,
have been fond of regarding this force as the very power
of God acting in all action." Now, if this is correct , me n
possess the power, and are increasing their power from day
to day to modify God·s action. By some slight stretch
of imagination, we may see h ow men may come ultimately
to get control of "the very power of God," and take to
running the universe themselves. Inceed, this is no joke,
if we believe Dr. McCosh, for he says: " Man may direct
the force, and make it go this way or that way, but h e
can do so only by means of force under a different form."
Once more, we will cite Dr. McCosh to our purpose, and
then leave him to the admiration of those who can see as
he sees, now this way and now that ; for we do not admire
a man with no settled scientific or philosophic principles.
He says: " I do believe that this -vital power, whatever
it be, has its laws; * * * • Whence this element?' is
still the question? It is at least possible and conceivable
that it may have been introduced by an immediate fiat
of the great First Cause, continuing to act ~ a cause *
* * but it is (jUite as possible that all this may be effected by some secondary agency at present unknown, and
which may or may not become known. The whole analogy of the Divine procedure, and the beautiful correspondence between the old and the. new, seems to point
to some common causatwn producing tlu first life, an d
all succeeding life. This agency, which, like development, is only a MODE of the Divine agency, MAY HAVE
PRODUCED THE

FIRST LIFE, THE FIRST SPECIES, EVERY

SUCCEEDING SPECIES• ALL ACCORDING TO DIVINE PLAN.

It
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is not the development theory; it goes farther back, and
shows that behind, there is a power which produced the
1ife developed, and is involved in the development - the
powers working in which, naturalists do not profess to be
able to explain. * * * Every prod_uction has a cause,
and there must be power in the agmls acting as the cause
to produce the effect. _* * * These powers, if we could
discover and separate them, might be found, at least one
or more of them, to be intimately connected with, and,
indeed, to proceed from, the power, whatever it is, ~hich
ORIGINATES LIFE; * * * There is, certainly, an element somewhere, which gives constant notice of its exist.,
ence, but has hitherto afforded little insight into its na..
ture or the laws which it obeys."
And in speaking of the origin of man, Dr. McCosh says:
.. His lower nature, and especially his bo_d y, may have
been formed out of existing materials, it may be by secondary causes." He says, further: "I am inclined to believe that all phenomena, such as development and production of life, have appeared according to law. I hold
this in analogy with the whole · method of Divine procedu~ in nature."
In respect to the so-called miracles of the valley of
Ajalon, Prof. Paine says: "All else has been committed
to causes substituted for creative power, and the laws
under which they operate. This is the dictate of all the
facts upon which the sciences repose. Laws have been
established in astronomy, chemistry, the economy of organic beings, which have not been contradicted by any
phenomena.''
Again he says: " The Creator maintains his· control over ,
his second causes and the laws by which they arc directed,
no one can doubt who believes in their supernatural ori
gin, ALTHOUGH THEY ARE SO ORDAINED AS TO OPERATE
INDEPENDENTLY OF THE CREATOR'S DIRECT INTERPOSl-
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Gentlemen, I apprehend that the object of every member of the Minnesota Academy of Natural Sciences is the
study of matter and law. They constitute the potential
whole of nature. The past history of our earth, so far as
its structure is concerned, is formed by law; the combinations of the elements of matter into earths and minerals,
air and water, have been effected l>y law. The geologist
cannot look upon any one of the various forms of rock,
without tnterrogating himself: What is the method of its
production ? What era of the earth does it represent, and
by what combination of laws was it produced? The botanist cannot investigate a plant, physiologically or anatomically, without inquiring into the nature of its cause. The
zoologist, comparative anatomist, and comparative physiologist, in investigating the history, the structure and
functions of animals, seek after methods and discover
laws in each of their departments. So it is with each of
the natural sciences. They cannot be investigated independently of law.
To further the objects of the Academy, it is incumbent
upon every member to be diligent and active in procuring
objects that will illustrate some one of the various departments of natural science; and every such object, be,.
sides being of interest in increasing the beauty of our
cabinet, will serve to please the eye of the general observer, and awaken an interest in the curious spectator ;
and, more than all this, to the philosophic scientist, they
will unfold some of the richest sources of beauty in God's
creation.
Our State affords a magnificent field for the scientific
botanist. Young and matured specimens of every species
· of plant indigenous to our State, should, as rapidly as
possib~e, be procured and classified, and arranged in a herbarium; duplicates of those rare plants, which are found
here and are not indigenous to other States, should be
procured and preserved for exchange for specimens outside
of our State. In this way, our floral cabinet can be immensely increased.
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The fossil - bearing rocks of our Sdte are chiefly Silurian. They are rich in paleonto]ogical specimens, exhibiting
the earlier forms of animal life upon the earth. Diligent
search should be made in those ancient grave - yards •for
the remains of species and varieties of animals that once
swarmed in the Silurian waters that once covered our.
State. Several well marked and perfect specimens of every
family common to the Silurian rocks, should be collected
for exchanging with geologists of other States whose fossil
fauna represent later geological periods.
As soon as Spring opens, every member should be provided with a hammer and chisel, which should be carried
with him wherever he journeys into any other part of the
State, and his eyes should be on the watch for fossilbearing rocks along every river, and valley and · hillside ;
and wherever·they appear, the hammer should be diligently
applied until their rocky graves ·are opened and the skeletons they contain are brought out. In this way, a fine
collection of Silurian fossils can be obtained, and a surplus
can soon be had for our Corresponding Secretary to offer
in exchange for fossils of other States, where the Silurian
are not found.
Zoology should not be neglected. Stuffed skins of birds,
nshes, reptiles and serpents, and mammals, together with
their skeletons, should be as rapidly accumulated as possible. Insects of all kinds should be collected and preserved either as dried or wet specimens.
Arch.cology, and especially Anthropology, should engross
a good share. of our attention. Man's zoological, geographical, ethnological, functional, historical, geological, genetic and progressive relations, should be candidly investigated. These are all legitimate subjects for patient investigation.
Discussion is the life of an association of this kind.
The chafing of mind against mind prompts to investigation, and leads to the discovery of truths which otherwise would remain in ·darkness. One or more essays should
be read at every regular meeting of the Academy, upon
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some question which comes within the province of its investigation. Every essay should be carefully considered and
thoroughiy digested before it!. author brings it forward for
in~stigation. L et every man speak and write according
as he believes, with a candid and truth-seeking effort, even
though he may run counter to old beliefs and doctrints,
yet, as he believes, so let him try with honest words to
carry conviction to the understanding of his fellows.
We should endeavor to awaken a general public interest
in the natural sciences, and especially among those men
whose avocation is blasting rock, opening quarries and cutting stone. Many valuable specimens may be procured in
this way.
Gentlemen, besides the pleasure which scientific pursuits
afford to the mind, and the increase of bodily comfort,
the contemplation and investigation of natural phenomena
through the medium of science, are not only calculated to
enlarge our views, but do actually expand our conceptions
of Infinite Wisdom and Goodness, as science unfolds the
magnificence of His empire, through laws created by Omniscient Wisdom and delegated with full power to act as
His "established substitutes" in the arrangement, development and control of His material universe. So that science
when investigating methods and laws, beho!M them as so
many expressions of the perfections and power of Jehovah.
If science bad revealed evidence to us that the universe had
only a transient existence, we might reasonably conclude
that what we call Jaws are me refy special manifestations
of Deity. But, since we havt; no evidence that one atom
of matter will ever cease to be, in some form or other,
as matter, we must conclude, on principles of philosophy,
that its governing laws are the "established substitutes" of
God, acting in his place, to fulfill his designs in the cre-ation of matter, and, therefore, in their nature they are
eternal and self-sustaining, exhibiting the Divine character.
Some object to the words "eternal and self-sustaining" as
applied to laws governing matter. They tell us that "all
the ~rial forces, ther4:fore, of the ~ni_yerse, .b~~ me>,
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chanica.l and physiological, with their actions and reactions,
their equilibrium and purturbations, are tending gradually
to a general and permanent rest. * * * All their activities are destined to be invaded by the sluggishness of
age-by the torpor of death. * * * The forces of
matter have spent themselves. After a fierce conAict they
lie mutually slain upon a long- contested battle - fidd.
The stru~gle is ended. * * * The forces of matter can
do no more. The machinery of the universe has run
down." This doctrine of the death or ultimate quiescence
of the governing forces of matter, is held by Grove, Watson, Tyndall, Comte, Helmholtz, Sir John Herschell, Mayer,
Littrou, Thomson, Whewell, Rorison, McCosh, Winchell
and others.
The universal opinion of all these philosophers and all
scientists is, that matter will never cease to exist as matter, in some form. One philosopher and geologist tells us
that when the governing forces of matter have assumed
the "torper of death" there will be no other "power in
the universe but Deity." This same author says, "if it
be necessary to protect our notion of a Providence, let
us suppose that those mighty forces which handle planets
as. if they were engaged in a ~me of ball, are not energies inherent in matter, but the immediate efforts of
Divine Will." Another one tells us that the laws which
govern matter are but "God acting in all action." Here,
then, we have our philosophers advocating that the energies of the infinite one "are destined to be invaded by
the sluggishness of age-by the torpor of death." If it is
as these scientists and philosophers inform us, that matter cannot cease to exist, then, by an irresistible logic,
its governing laws cannot cease to exist, and are not tend.
Ing "toward a general and permanent rest." The time can
never come when the ''universe will run down." The planets
and stars may coalesce-all the separate bodies of the solar
'}'Stem may return to the sun, but the time will never
rome when "the forces of matter will have spent themselves." Science gives _:no evidence of their c;essation,
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more than it does of the destruction of matter. Deity
made them eternal as He made matter eternal. If this
be so, then, the most important inquiry in the study of
the sciences is to learn the transcript of the Divine character, as well as to ascertain our own relations to matter
and law, and out obligations to eternal Wisdom.
This leads us to believe that there can be no reverence
more sacred than that which springs from a knowledge
of God's manifestation in Nature; no religion more sincere and devout than that which flows from the enlightened understanding of the methods and laws of the Creator. The more intimate our acquaintance with the methods of God as manifested through his works, the stronger
become our convictions of His power, wisdom and goodness. The holiest beliefs are those founded on informed
reason, which enables its possessor to approach Infinite
Wisdom along the golden paths of truth, which are the
revelations of Omniscient Wisdom to finite intelligence.
In conclusion, we challenge any one to point out a
single principle of science which does not, in some way,
illustrate the perfections of the Deity; that does not put
into our hands a thread of a common cord that will carry
us towards Infinite Wisdom ; and that the investigatfons- of
the works of God will not constitute the employment and
enjoyment of men in the world of spirits. If this . were
not so, I for one would as lief be chipping my Bint axe,
after the manner of primitive man a few hundred thousand
years ago, as perplexing myself with the endless malady
of thought and investigation. If the eternal truths which
science reveals to me of the methods and designs of Omniscient Wisdom do not constitute a silver cord which will
draw me nearer to the holy and perfect One, who instituted the universe and its governing laws ; if these truths
which unfold to me the attributes of Him whom I adore
and reverence; if these truths which teach me to love
and adore Him who gave me being are to perish and
serve me no more when my body serves as food for the
devouring wonns, and its ultimate clements may nourish
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• the thrift of some tree or 'flower that a friend may plant
at the head of my grave, then I had as lief be a Simian ape on the banks of the Zaire in the Songon country, making gestures to some British nobleman, and receiving as my reward his satisfying l,a/ l,a! as to be engaged in tracing out the grandest manifestations of Deity
as revealed in all their splendor and perfection in His
works. The finger of God shine~ every sunbeam, and
His footprints arc upon the SiJY:nan rocks. ,His wisdom
is manifest in every blade of grass and every drop of
water. All Nature manifests Him, from the elements of
matter to the organization of a star. In wisdom they
were all created, and through the silver cord of. science,
Infinite Wisdom is revealed to finite man. Hence, I will
search for the wisdom of the Lord, as revealed in His
works, as long as I have my being.

